
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SMALL TOWN FRIDAY – What happens after the country boy meets the country girl? Country folks don’t need much; fast cars, 4-
wheel drive trucks, highways to race on and mud for getting muddy. Driving lead guitar on a bed of slide guitar provide a smooth, 
feet on the dashboard hands in the air, no worries feel. 
 
MOONSHINE – Driving electric guitar, swampy slide guitar, heavy bass and a rocking drum beat make this the perfect ode to Michael 
Berry Moonshine. Michael Berry, a radio show host in Houston, is Fuller’s friend and mentor. 
 
HITCHED – Weddings are nice, but country weddings are fun! Featuring an engaging and upbeat sound with a lot of lead guitar and 
driving drums, we aren’t saying this is a true story, but it’s pretty darn close! 
 
JUST HERE – The combination of piano and slide guitar bring out the deep sorrow and anger of losing a loved one unexpectedly. As 
the music builds, the lyrics of this ballad tell a very personal story of the loss of Josh’s mother-in-law. Written in her memory a 
month after her passing, this touching tribute is dedicated to her family. 
 
FLOAT – Vintage lead guitar and a lively rhythm make this the feel good song of summer! The lead guitar and shuffle beat bring back 
memories of classic songs by Johnny Cash and Dwight Yoakum. Coming across as a blend of an old Texas sound with a modern kick, 
“Float” throws in some old school outlaw guitar work just for flavor. 
 
WHISPER TO A HOLLER – A tale about fighting your way out from whatever or whomever is bringing you down, this is a journey 
through hitting rock-bottom, relying on a higher power that won’t allow quitting, and rising above to grow stronger. A haunting slide 
guitar and beautiful acoustic instrumentation bring the lyrics of this ballad to life. This song causes chills. 
 
BARSTOOL – A “talker” from the viewpoint of an old barstool, vibrant imagery and simple instrumentation tell its long lost story. 
From old bars to new bars, bar fights to weddings, the “Barstool” has seen it all.  
 
I THINK YOU THINK TOO MUCH – Life is complicated, let's face it, but some things don't need that much thought… it either is or 
isn't. A funky song with an even funkier bass guitar, the swampy slide guitar mixes with the groovy drum beat making you want to 
raise your drink and dance.    
 
KEEP ON BEIN’ ME – As the musical biography of Josh’s childhood, this song comes alive with the addition of an accordion blended 
with some good old fashioned finger pickin’ on the acoustic guitar. 
 
TURNIN’ AROUND – Medium tempo and thoughtful, a man struggling with his decision to leave realizes mistakes and his need for 
the woman he so selfishly left. Slowly building around the vocals and harmonies, all the instruments work together to form a solid 
base that builds as the lyrics get more serious. 
 
14 PEWS – A very personal, mostly true story about the fulfillment of “’til death do we part,” piano and acoustic guitar keep this 
slow tempo song simple yet powerful.  
 
FARMHANDS – Cheerfully optimistic with a tongue-in-cheek delivery, “Farmhands” makes use of a shuffle beat, finger pickin’ 
acoustic guitar, country licks and some honky-tonk piano to tell the story of an old farmer content with what he has except for the 
two things he can’t make on the farm: a woman and an ice cold beer.  
 
ON THE RADIO – A cool intro, catchy hook, and a cool ending this driving rocker layers electric guitars, piano/keyboards and hard 
hitting drums to remind us all of the pleasure of hearing “that” one song “on the radio.” 
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